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This objection comes from the Walworth Society. 

 

Historical context   

 

The lime tree in front of the shop Dev/TPO 258 has significant historical significance to the local area and to 

the Walworth Road Conservation Area (CA) being the only surviving tree from Carter Gardens. The gardens 

are first seen in a Richard Cuming watercolour of 1779 as the land on which Walworth House was 

constructed c1800. This house was later inhabited by the police as the local police station until c1930 when 

it was demolished to make way for the current building. Throughout this period c 1779 - 2013, a publicly 

viewed and/or accessible garden was in place, known as Carter Gardens. To suggest that it is of little 

significance is incorrect. 

 

Grounds for objection. 

 

Overall the Walworth Society believe that this planning application has a serious adverse effect on the 

character and appearance of the Walworth Road Conservation Area and should be rejected. 

 

In the Historic Area Assessment that informed the development of the Walworth Road CA, the view north 

including the tree, the NatWest Bank building and the gable wall and chimneys of the former Temple Bar 

public house (now Poundland) with its good chimney stack alludes to the Georgian houses that once lined 

the Walworth Road. It is an important vista in that it highlights evidence of Carter Gardens (the lime tree) 

and the Georgian terraces which make up large parts of the terraces along the Walworth  Road. It is, 

therefore, central to the rational for the Conservation Area.  

 

 

The roof construction proposed is described but not shown on any drawings. The proposed roof structure 

will destroy this historic view and therefore should not be constructed. It will significantly negatively impact 

on this important view of the Conservation Area. The proposed roof will be also detrimental to the health 

of the tree and not allow light and water to the tree and will impact negatively on its survival. Additionally 

there is no desire from the local community to see the tree pollarded as local people recognise the amenity 

value of the tree being highly valuable in an area that is devoid of greenery since the erection of the 

building behind and the loss of the only green space on the Walworth Road that accompanied it. The 

pollarding will inevitably diminish the streetscape. 

 

It should be noted that work has already commenced on the planter around the tree without any 

protection in place for its roots or without planning permission - this should therefore be considered as an 

enforcement issue. The Walworth Society contacted Southwark Council in October 2019 about this. Works 

carried out without adequate protection may lead to damage and destruction of the tree which as we have 

noted is covered by a TPO. 

 

In terms of future works, trees protected with TPOs require complex method statements as to how to carry 

out works safely around them and there is no evidence of drawn or written statements as to how these 

works are proposed to be undertaken. Furthermore, there is no evidence of the kind of protection that is 

required in the works that have already been completed. 

 

Similarly there is no detail on the courtyard flooring or confidence that it will not harm the tree or impede 

disability access. Porous paving should be installed around the tree. 

 

We would support the use of the courtyard for seating, but this would cause much less harm to the tree 

and the view if this was at tables underneath temporary and freestanding umbrellas. 

 

We support the construction of a wall, but the design needs to be more carefully considered. It has been 

partly erected without permission and clad in a stone has no relationship to the local area. We contend that 

the neo-Victorian railings are inappropriate and of poor design quality. This is a highly inappropriate use of 



 

 

material.  We object strongly to the fluorescent signage about the arch which will be detrimental to the 

Conservation Area. We would note that the use of “Fascia or projecting signs that consist of large internally 

illuminated boxes are not acceptable, especially where they obscure architectural features or are too 

visually dominant for the overall elevation” (W Rd CAA 5.3.12). The Walworth Heritage Action Zone officer 

has been commissioning research and design work into the historical shopfronts of the area. The conclusion 

of this report is that the aspiration going forward to try to reinstate as many historic shopfronts along the 

road as possible. While this shopfront is not historic and the host building is poorly designed, the aspiration 

should be to keep designs simple and devoid of visual clutter that will detract from any views of the 

NatWest Bank, the tree or the gable and chimneys of the former Temple Bar public house. 

 

We note that we struggled to identify the proposed roof around the tree and over the courtyard as it is not 

shown on the drawings. We also object, therefore, to incomplete and poor drawings that do not reflect the 

scheme. 

 

 

 


